SUMMER SEMESTER 2022

Normally, in each module 1-5 there are 10 ECTS in sum for the winter and summer semester. You may, however, reduce the workload in one or more modules to 9 or at least 8 ECTS in return for earning more ECTS in the remaining modules. Winter and Summer School together count for 10 ECTS.

This document contains a list of suggested courses. You can also search for further courses in the Online Course Directory: https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/index.html

There is in particular a wide range of courses in German language. However, please be aware that in case you find interesting courses which are not on this list, you have to check with me and the course lecturers if your participation as an EMGS student is possible. Please read our instruction carefully: https://global-studies.univie.ac.at/course-registration/

Online registration for all courses

(before semester start, online for every course at the Website of the respective Study Program (SPL), watch deadlines); if you missed registration, reach out to the professors teaching your course.

• VO (lecture course): no limit of participants. You also have to register for the exam.

• SE, KU, GR, PS, EXK (courses for a limited number of actively participating students): please be aware that courses from other departments often limit participation for students from other disciplines.

Teaching Language: English (unless other languages are noticed)

For courses in German and other languages: see course directory, in particular the directory of the Master “Global History and Global Studies”: https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/vvz_sub.html?semester=2022S&path=268330

FIRST STUDY YEAR

Module 1: Introduction to Global History (10 ECTS per year)

070004 UE Guided Reading Economic and Social History - Banking and financial markets in the long run, 5 ECTS, Maria Stella Chiaruttini

070033 UE Guided Reading Contemporary History - Coming to terms with the Pacific War, 5 ECTS, Kerstin von Lingen

070081 UE Guided Reading East European History - History of the heritage conservation movement, 5 ECTS, Ana Guboglo

070114 UE Guided Reading Global History - The Open Empire: China and its Neighbors (ca. 600-1700), 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti

070165 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - America in the Processes of Globalization - América en los procesos de la globalización, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer (in English and Spanish)

070168 UE Guided Reading East European History - Muslim Societies in Eastern Europe, 5 ECTS, Ninja Bumann
070321 UE Guided Reading Austrian History 1: Habsburg-Ottoman Encounters: Trans-Imperial Mobility of People, Ideas, and Goods, 5 ECTS, Grigor Boykov

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 2: Theories of Global History (10 ECTS per year)**

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: Theories and Methods of Global History:
  
  070315 VO Theories and Methods of Global History, 5 ECTS, Berthold Molden

  180170 VO The Story of Economic Ideas: Economic Theories and Methodological Positions. Part II, 20th Century, 5 ECTS, Karl Milford and Alexander Linsbichler

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 3: Methods of Global History I (10 ECTS per year)**

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: Working Skills in Global History:
  
  070236 UE Working Skills in Global History, 4 ECTS, Goran Music

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: UE Theories and Methods of Global History und Global Studies:
  
  070238 UE Course on Methodology - Theories and Methods of Global History und Global Studies, 5 ECTS, Goran Music

  070158 UE Methodological course - Introduction to DH: Tools and Techniques, 5 ECTS, Daniel Knox

  070160 UE Methodological course - History and Scientific Methods: Middle Ages, 5 ECTS, Shane Bobrycki

  070184 UE Methodological course - Digital Humanities Skills: TEI Text Encoding and Analysis, 5 ECTS, Elisabetta Magnanti

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 4: Global History by Regions (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any region**

- Region: Africa
  
  135823 KO KO: ‘Black Skin, White Bones’: Rwanda 1994 and Humanity’s Collective Memory(cide), 6 ECTS, Rémi Armand Tchokothe

  143208 SE Advances in African Linguistic and Literary Studies, 8 ECTS, Adams Bodomo

  143211 VO The African Diaspora in China: Topics in Sociocultural Linguistics and Beyond, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
143220 KU Current Research Trends and Concepts in African Studies (Top 10 Themes in African studies), 7 ECTS, Kirsten Rüther and Anais Angelo (in German and English)

143223 VO African Poetry Workshop, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo

143264 VO Race, Gender and Sexuality in African Literature, 3 ECTS, Dobrota Pucherova

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
- Region: The Americas

070165 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - America in the Processes of Globalization - América en los procesos de la globalización, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer (in English and Spanish)

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
- Region: Asia

060030 SE Zionism and Humanism in Israeli Cinema "before" Israel 1930-1947, 8 ECTS, Frank Stern and Verena Hanna (in German, English, Hebrew; knowledge of Hebrew and Arabic are of advantage)

141042 VU History and Archaeology of South Arabia, 4 ECTS, George Hatke

142149 VO The Tibetan science of healing (gso ba rig pa). Its fundamentals and perception of female disorders (mo nad), 5 ECTS, Isabella Würthner

142157 SE Gandhi’s political philosophy and practice, 10 ECTS, Martin Gaenszle

143211 VO The African Diaspora in China: Topics in Sociocultural Linguistics and Beyond, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo

150131 SE Contextualizing Hong Kong within and in-between the local societies and the global city, 10 ECTS, Liza Wing Man Kam

150135 VU History of East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank

150139 SE Taiwan: Legislating Same Sex Marriage, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
- Region: Europe

070298 SE Past meets Present. National Socialism, Colonialism, and Identity in Four Viennese Historical Museums, 8 ECTS, Oliver Rathkolb, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Kousouris

090087 VO Defining Hellenism: Greek and European historiography, fiction, and poetry, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

090093 SE Popular music and poetry in postwar Greece, 8 ECTS, Dimitrios Kousouris

210090 VO BAK15: SpezialVO East European Studies. Eastern Europe since the Financial and the Covid 19 Crises, 3 ECTS, Dorothee Bohle

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
Module 5: Thematic Aspects of Global History I (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any thematic aspect

- Culture and Society
  060026 SE Combatting Antisemitism, 8 ECTS, Armin Lange
  070314 SE Seminar - The Globalization of the Politics of History, 8 ECTS, Berthold Molden

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- History
  040013 KU Financial History (MA), 8 ECTS, Kirsten Wandschneider
  070065 SE Seminar - Border and Nation after Empire, 8 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy
  070075 SE Research Seminar - Global History. The Black Death in Global Perspective, 10 ECTS, Juliane Schiel
  070164 SE Research Seminar Global History - Insular Studies, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
  070216 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History - Global Food History, 10 ECTS, Martina Kaller
  070298 SE Past meets Present. National Socialism, Colonialism, and Identity in Four Viennese Historical Museums, 8 ECTS, Oliver Rathkolb
  - For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Law, policy, International Relations and Development
  030072 KU Law Crossing Borders, 3 ECTS, Lena Foljanty
  030359 KU Selected Issues of International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 3 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek
  030441 KU Rethinking modern international law, 3 ECTS, Zülal Muslu
  030680 KU International Humanitarian Law, 3 ECTS, Ralph Janik
  030853 KU Global Middle East: The Legacy of WWI Treaties, 3 ECTS, Zülal Muslu
  240052 VO+UE VM2 / VM6 - Commodity Frontiers. Insights into an emerging research field, 4 ECTS, David Mayer
  290076 SE Globalisation and Sustainable Development, 5 ECTS, Sebastian Fastenrath and Leonard Kwhang-Gil Lemke (no guarantee of free places)
290088 VO Climate Change and Climate Justice, 5 ECTS, Lisa Schipper (no guarantee of free places)

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Gender, Nutrition & Development, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

330033 VO Global Nutrition, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- Migration

290063 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak

290064 UE Key Methods in Analysing Migration and Population Dynamics. In the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon an Harald Sterly

290065 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development. Research Design, Implementation and Analysis, 5 ECTS, Harald Sterly and Marion Borderon

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
SECOND STUDY YEAR

Module 7: Theories of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

070315 VO Theories and Methods of Global History, 5 ECTS, Berthold Molden
180170 VO The Story of Economic Ideas: Economic Theories and Methodological Positions. Part II, 20th Century, 5 ECTS, Karl Milford and Alexander Linsbichler

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 8: Methods of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

- Obligatory:
  070218 SE Master’s Thesis Seminar - Graduate College 2 (Global History and Global Studies), 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

Module 9: Global History by Regions II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one region

- In module 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or in the summer semester!

070164 SE Research Seminar Global History - Insular Studies, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
142157 SE Gandhi’s political philosophy and practice, 10 ECTS, Martin Gaenszle
150131 SE Contextualizing Hong Kong within and in-between the local societies and the global city, 10 ECTS, Liza Wing Man Kam
150139 SE Taiwan: Legislating Same Sex Marriage, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky

- Region: Africa
  135823 KO KO: ‘Black Skin, White Bones’ : Rwanda 1994 and Humanity’s Collective Memory(cide), 6 ECTS, Rémi Armand Tchokothe
  143208 SE Advances in African Linguistic and Literary Studies, 8 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
  143211 VO The African Diaspora in China: Topics in Sociocultural Linguistics and Beyond, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
  143220 KU Current Research Trends and Concepts in African Studies (Top 10 Themes in African studies), 7 ECTS, Kirsten Rüther and Anais Angelo (in German and English)
  143223 VO African Poetry Workshop, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
  143264 VO Race, Gender and Sexuality in African Literature, 3 ECTS, Dobrota Pucherova

- Region: The Americas
  070165 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - America in the Processes of Globalization - América en los procesos de la globalización, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer (in English and Spanish)
• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

• Region: Asia

060030 SE Zionism and Humanism in Israeli Cinema "before" Israel 1930-1947, 8 ECTS, Frank Stern and Verena Hanna (in German, English, Hebrew; knowledge of Hebrew and Arabic are of advantage)

141042 VU History and Archaeology of South Arabia, 4 ECTS, George Hatke

142149 VO The Tibetan science of healing (gso ba rig pa). Its fundamentals and perception of female disorders (mo nad), 5 ECTS, Isabella Würthner

142157 SE Gandhi’s political philosophy and practice, 10 ECTS, Martin Gaenszle

143211 VO The African Diaspora in China: Topics in Sociocultural Linguistics and Beyond, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo

150131 SE Contextualizing Hong Kong within and in-between the local societies and the global city, 10 ECTS, Liza Wing Man Kam

150135 VU History of East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank

150139 SE Taiwan: Legislating Same Sex Marriage, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

• Region: Europe

070075 SE Research Seminar - Global History. The Black Death in Global Perspective, 10 ECTS, Juliane Schiel

070164 SE Research Seminar Global History - Insular Studies, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger

Module 10: Thematic Aspects of Global History II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one aspect

• In module 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or in the summer semester!

070075 SE Research Seminar - Global History. The Black Death in Global Perspective, 10 ECTS, Juliane Schiel

070164 SE Research Seminar Global History - Insular Studies, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
070216 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History - Global Food History, 10 ECTS, Martina Kaller
142157 SE Gandhi's political philosophy and practice, 10 ECTS, Martin Gaenszle
150139 SE Taiwan: Legislating Same Sex Marriage, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky
  • Culture and Society
060026 SE Combatting Antisemitism, 8 ECTS, Armin Lange
070314 SE Seminar - The Globalization of the Politics of History, 8 ECTS, Berthold Molden
230142 VO Introduction to urban sociology, 4 ECTS, Yuri Albert Kyrill Kazepov
230145 SE Global mobilities and local challenges - Sustainability of travel & tourism in the 21st century, 4 ECTS, N.N.
240046 VO+UE VM1 / VM3 - Introduction to Critical Agrarian Studies, 4 ECTS, Kristina Dietz
  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory
  • History
040013 KU Financial History (MA), 8 ECTS, Kirsten Wandschneider
070065 SE Seminar - Border and Nation after Empire, 8 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy
070298 SE Past meets Present. National Socialism, Colonialism, and Identity in Four Viennese Historical Museums, 8 ECTS, Oliver Rathkolb
  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory
  • Law, policy, IR and development
030072 KU Law Crossing Borders, 3 ECTS, Lena Foljanty
030359 KU Selected Issues of International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 3 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek
030441 KU Rethinking modern international law, 3 ECTS, Züllal Muslu
030680 KU International Humanitarian Law, 3 ECTS, Ralph Janik
030853 KU Global Middle East: The Legacy of WWI Treaties, 3 ECTS, Züllal Muslu
240052 VO+UE VM2 / VM6 - Commodity Frontiers. Insights into an emerging research field, 4 ECTS, David Mayer
290076 SE Globalisation and Sustainable Development, 5 ECTS, Sebastian Fastenrath and Leonard Kwhang-Gil Lemke (no guarantee of free places)
290088 VO Climate Change and Climate Justice, 5 ECTS, Lisa Schipper (no guarantee of free places)
330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Gender, Nutrition & Development, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay
330033 VO Global Nutrition, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay
Migration

290063 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak

290064 UE Key Methods in Analysing Migration and Population Dynamics. In the Context of Global Change and Development I, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon an Harald Sterly

290065 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development. Research Design, Implementation and Analysis, 5 ECTS, Harald Sterly and Marion Borderon

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory